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Vets. Up_ in Arms o·ver Checks

.!

)

Dan· Crain
· ··
·~.emerge early in today~s testimony,
TJte ASQNM ~t~tlent Cour't the· court would· .. seriou~ly en"
began ·full .hearings yesterday into· tertain" .·a motion to, dismiss the ·
the ~negations made in a c()mplaint · case.. . ._ ·· ·_ ·
· _. .
·: ·
During yesterday's proceedings,
against· the elections ~ommission.
The entire first day passed-as the ·-: the cour.t repeatedl,y <!tdvised Jaime
counsel for ·the . plaintiff (P.M. Chavez.· and ·R ;J. Lctino, co~·
Duffey4ngrassia .·and o~hers) at• pounsellon- for the plaintiffs, .that
tempted to b-uild a ~ase against'the .sufficient · progress was nof be.ins .
Elections commission·'s e~ecution . made toward · showing that the ·
~
.....
·and · tabuJation of last week's Commissions' . actions did in. · fact_
elec~ion •. ·c.· . _ ·:. • • . _~. __ • .· wa.uptheresllltsofth~ele~tion• . ·
R.J. Laipo, fJtlorriey for . the plaintiffs, questions unolficial Vice-President elect Kent
· W;hen the court adjo.ur~~d the
At.· the ·outser of the hearing, Ghahremani in yesterday'J student Court hearing:
hc:armg at ' p.m., the plamt•ffs had Chave~ an pounced· that ~-the ·
.
not .finished prese..,nting the ..::ase plaintiff. was, Withdrawing nine defense counsel, to testify·tthat lle .c~trry a ballot bo~ to the polling witnesses· asserteCI that Will was
_ sections of the 20-point complaint had seen Ghahremani destroy the place at La Posada, a fact readily seen on four occasions marking
against the commission.
on
election
day. confirmed . by, both Tryon and incorrectly' an official tally sheet.
Todd Pink, associate justice of against the commission. One of • posters
the court-, issued a stern w•rning to these was · a .charge tl\at vice- ~hahreman~ has D'?t y~t been Ohahremani. This occurred before each time, the mistakes were
the plaintiffs just before 'ad• presidential candidate Kent allow_ed to answer .the testimony, the polls opened at 9 a.m. corrected, the witnesses said,
journing: 'He 'said that· if solid, Qhahremani had been seen but said off the. record it was not Ghahrerilani and Tryon both Witness Velia Silva said she twice
S\lbstantial evidel1ce"'~that· the - destroying campai'n posters of-the true.
·
.
testified that Ghahremani had no saw WilJ mark the sheet for
Elections . Commi~sion _had com- Lopez-G;trcia ticket. A little .later
Furthenestimony by the witness · further contact with any 'ballots or presidential candidate Tom
mitted improprieties that altered on, ·however, one witness was. revealed that ~tty. Gen. Yolanda other election materials after setting Williams when in fact the name of
the results of. 1-the 'election did not allowed. over the objections of the Tryon .allowei:l Ohahremani to down the ballot box at La Posada. Rick. Lopez had been called. But·
The · plaintiffs could provide no neither Silva nor any o.ther witness
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!•!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.,
evidence to the contrary.
could testify that they had seen
pther points of attack against the anyone change or tamper with
commission included: ~(I) The ballot, The court said such evidence
errors made by Elections Com- was needed for a valid case against ·
. mission member Candy Will in the Elections Commission.
tallying votes called to her in
Silva did say she thought the tally
counting ballots. Testimony .bY two
(Continued on 11ag~ 12)
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~four-day fast conducted by the Coalition to Help Ease World StarBy Chris Miller
administration but ~was either · Benavidez said the ad- vataon (CHEWS) begins to~ay at UNM. The group wiJI solicit hourly
An attempt to get tuition "turned away" or "not · really ~inistration preferred that veterans pledges to be sent as donahons to a local and an international food·
: pay~ents. deferred J.9r ·some 2500 seriously listened to."
_
applied for a loan and paid their providing organization.
·
veterans :~lJi~~M. is r~nning into· .. "~e've tried ta_lking to them, .but tuition in full at the· beginning of
_"We are asking peop~e to give up a mea~ and donate the amount .of
manypro6J!.m~-.
_
they JUSt won't listen," Benavadez each semester.
money. that meal would anvolve," Carol Wnght, CHEWS member, smd. · .
B~J!Lq_b_l_.~oi_.. WDP~_
·, . ~1_ • _•_9.77,_ ye1e_ran, ... _s;~_ id..;· ·_:w_e':ve_··. ex~!\1_ ste_.~ a)I:avett.ues ~~-· ••• th.P_-~&b._L_th-aJ ~~S...!l..:PJ_e_•_•_Y. aPQd__ ·• • "~-.~._-~-_ ~.\l.}llso be
..._,_~-.iv.ng_ .P. C:.O
___Ble_._J writt.en_ m_.aterial to__ h._e.Jp_ m__ a_ke.. them_ more
.
· w!!f not r:e~~i~~~~r.i:_monf~ly ,Gl : 9pefi'ta ,u~ af\til.pniv¢{.sjty: 1'':. : · ' .!dea:at~!i[~linti~1~ thou8Jif'a6~ut .'1lw~reoft~w'arl·a·foa...d $ituatiob. ~~ __ .· ' ... ':·~ .. : , ... . •
··
Benavadez cited - other New It," J)enavadez·sa;.d. ''Why.shauld _. 1'1ie UNMstudent group says the average consumer.1s (!Ot aware of the
Bill checks uritJLthe end of each·
month. Currently, veterans receive Mexico universities inclu.ding· we be forced to go into debt. and food-hecilth issues. Wright said, ••u.s. health levels are far below those of
their ·checks during the first week of NMSU and ENMU 'which have had worry about qualifying for a loan Eur6JM!. anc;l Ja~an. We are ti!" with Si~gapore and Australia in -infant
each month.
a. policy of tuition deferments for just so we can give it to the mo~~aty • O~r hfe expectancy .Is constantly dropping and death from canM
Under the new payment system, . veterans "for some time."
University so it can make their. cer ·~ mcreasang at a rate of about three per cent a year."
.
veteranS' attending UNM during the · _ ''We definitely feel we're being . money off it?'' he said.
Make Gonzales, also a member of the committee, said, "A steer in this
fall '77 semester· will not receive discriminated against," Benavidez
Benavidez said the Veterans coun.try eats more grai~ in three weeks than the ave~ag~ person !n India
_ __
_
Administration (VA) is imposing eals m one year. An estimated 65 per cent o.f U.S. gram as ~ed to Javestock
their first check until' about six said .. _·
weeks into the term.
.
~ Benavidez said the reason he the new system because of problems and we c~nsu~e onl>: IS. per cent of the srams we produce. We export the
..There are many veierans who thinks the University will not accept created when_ some veterans re~t .. A bag gram d.raanas alcohol. In 1973, for ex~mple, more than four
just won't be able to. come up with ·deferred tuition for veterans is that receiving the Gl Bill drop out of mllbo~ t~n.s of grmn wereuse~ ~o produce alco~ohc beverage~ ..The waste
enough money to make the initial it invests the money· and would lose school at the beginning of the ~nd praontJes are really upsettmg when you reahze that 500 malbon people
tuition payment," Rolando the interest for the two-month month and takethatmonth'scheck •=n:..:t:;.he;:.w.:.:.::.o;:.;:rl.;;:.d.!::g;:.o.;:;to:;..;;;bed.;:.;:;.. ;h;.:.;un;;;.;;.:;::gr:;.y:::.. ;. ._
" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Benavidez of the Students Veterans .duration of the deferral..
with them ..
Association said today. ••All we are · "The· University· receives more
"The VA is punishing all the froin several local television and ministration officials to see what lie
could do."
asking is that the ~niversity· defer than $.500,000 a semester from veterans throughout the country radio stations.
tuition payment for veterans until veterans and it woufd hate to lose because of what three per cent are
our checks arrive." ·
the interest it's· now making each doing,'; Benavidez said.
Gov • Apodaca)ias also taken an
A rally to gain student support
Benavidez said he has all,'eady. semester on . that money/' . Benavidez said he .has already· interest in the cause Benavidez said. for veterans at U~M will be held
taken his plea to the University Benavidez said.
talked with and received support "He said he would tal.k with ad<Continued on P~Sc! m
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Rain Stops
Protest Rally

. By Lynne Moyer
.
Expert tune ups; accurate typing; Boxer' puppies for sale;' free kittens to
good home--read some of the notices on campus'bulletin boards.
If yo~ have some time to kill, and students are supposed to have lots of
time (so say parents, instructors, and anyone w~o isn't a student), Jook at
some oOhe bulletin b~ards around campus.
Poor weather conditions forced
. _. THE .WEIGHt' LOSS. PROGRAM NO ONE BELIEVES (especially the cancellation of a protest rally
you after you try it and fail) SLEI'!DE.R NOW-IT CAN HAPPEN TO that was to be held yester.flay in the
\'QV.
.
· maU area. Members ofStudehts for
Bulletin boards are one of the easiest ways to advertise. All you need is a a Democratic Election, sponsors of
thumbtack and· a piece of•paper as opposed to paying for running an ad in the rally, were to voice their views
:u~ewsoaoer. _ _ _ _·. _ .
. · _ ____ _ .
_ _.
._ concernla1g alleged violations of the
·".~AN, 27, WILL SHARE POMPElAN HOUSE RISING OUT_. OF legal .election process during the
~;Jn;E SIJAKESPEARBA·N MAIEST·~'rANQ;SW.f;EP OF DOWNTOWN recent UNM elections.
-_ .•
.
: (Albdcjuerqne 1$. "a nic'e city,: bul Shakespearean , .
inaJeJtY?)
·
.
_
_· · .
·
.
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, a
The tnajority 9f advertisements on bulletin boards concern everybody's scheduled speaker in the rally,
major probfem-bow to find a job • .Each building reserves a two-inch expressed her disappointmeiu .and
square on their bulletin boards for' posting job openings and career Op~ frustra~ion over the election
portunities for graduates.
dilemma: ''This is my fifth election
IF \'OU WANT A CAREER-'rAKE ONE (this one a brochure e"· and this sort 6fthing happens every
plaininghbwto be a mechanic in two easy lessons). · . .. _ . ·
damn time." She· added that
Searching.for roommates ls a major theme found on all buUetin boards, ''student apathy wotks to per•
and advertisers take great pains to assure that astrological signs will be petuate incompetence in the
complemented.
,
.
systern!'
. WANTED: Pi'.:.RSON TO ShARE HOUSE: l'M A 19·\'EAR..OLD
_GEMINJ':~n:u A CANCER CUSP (but what complements a 29-year-old · . Ingrassia is doubt(ul tha.t a
· mal~~emt~l wath ~ ~an~rc~sp?) . . · .. . _. ._ .
. . _.. _ . . . _.
' soiQtio~ favoring her side of the
S() exercase your 1magmataon. AU at takes as some extra creatJVaty (and a . issue will he reached. ~<We do 1101
• _ _ _. _ . ..
_ _ __ _ . _ _ . _ ._
.·-· __
._
thumb.tack) to tUrna ~lank piece of paper, into a useful and informative expect a new · election; bur the
Bulletm boards aroun~ .campu$ a_te one of .the most ofte'! . ··~dveruse~en~ fo_rpostmgona UNM bulletmboard. . ... _--·-.. _ _ senate wiU probably set up a whole
used modes of advert1smg- _sec~n~ only to the spray·pamt . · WA,Nl E~"' TO .sHARE. A .RELAXED RH~THM OF LIFE WITH · new set of election rules/'
tnessages on the sides of UNM bUIIdmgs.
SOMEONE tHIS SIDE OF PSYCHOSIS.
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Of Energy Diet
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Carter Gives Unveiling
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Presidem Carter urged
Congress last night . to put
Americans on a painful, mandatory
eneri!Y conservation diet includinl!
taxes that could bring Sl·a·J~allon
J~asoline and add $2,488 to the price
of·J!aS !Juzzlin!l cars.
Jn a sober, nationally televised·
address to a joint session Qf
Con!lfess, Carter said Americans
must be forced to save · ener!IY
because'they are unlikely to !Jive up
wasteful habits voluntarily.
He called i.t "a thankless job"
but said the alternative is that
"crisis ... could overwhelm us."
Carter's 30-minufe speech-the
first of his presidency before
Congress-presented the grand
design. for a national. energy policy
officially unveiled earlier . Wednesday. Its central PQints: ·
-GAS PUMP TAXES geared tQ
add five cents to the price of a
gallon every year for JO years, if
necessary.
-Hefty taxes on "gas guzzling"
cars, starting with the 1978 models
due this year, but tempered by
rebates for gas efficient cars.
-Taxes on domestic oil designed
to drive the prices sradually· up to
world market levels, and boost
consumer prices further.
-Tax credits for insulating
homes and businesses. The same
for 'converting to solar heat.
-STANDBY GASOLINE
RATIONING authority for
emergency use.

SM.ALL RANCH
Comm.utlng distance from
UNM. 160·acres, trees,
windmill, electricity. Good
for family or club. Jess .
.Reid, CAUGHAAN REAlTY,
255·5521 1 Re. 255-9041.

The President got''standing
ovations from his bipartisan
audience before and· after his
address, but members of ConJ~ress
predicted his pro11ram would face a
touJ!h batUe from many lawmakers,
lobbyists and citizens groups. The
gas pump tax seemed particqJarly
vulnerable,
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill
said: "The tax bill," the dams, the
economic package, they were all
skirmishes. This is the battle.''
.A L T H 0 UGH
THE
,PROPOSALS got kindly reviews
from a number of Carter partisans,
industry, labor and consumer
groups expressed displeasure with
various points,
· "Asking America, the richest
nation on earth, now to start acting
like a poor nation is absolutely
contrary to the character of our
people," Rep. Robert .B"auman, R·
MD., said.
Framed head and shoulders by a
huge American flag in the House of
Representatives, Carter told
Congress-and mUlions in his
television audience-that he wanted
to refund the billions of dollars of
revenues collected through the new
taxes, primarily through income tax
credits.
BUT THE T.AX credit proposals
were vague, in sharp contrast to the
specific proposals to collect new
·
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"The Canadian study was a good
animal study," he said. "These
weren't stuffed rats."
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AM-FM STEREO 8-TRACK
FJECORD/.PLAY S¥STEM
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lntormal Interview: .
Call for an informal interview over a cup
of coffee ·With
.

3495
59~~:
.EA.
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Realistic's MC-1000 delivers
dynamite sound in genuine
walnut veneer. 8" woofer and
tweeter. Full 39·20,000 Hz!

Managt•mN'II oppllrtunitii!S will be oiVailah,le
within thto nf'xl 18 months.

The QWet Company

303 Ash St. N.E.
243-2881

WILLIAM E.EBE'(.,CW,General Agent
292-2830

· NMl NOifJfWESTEiN MUTUAl liFE'

I

'I

)

CAR CASSETTE/FM STEREO
.

Add "no-fade" cassette tape play, and FM stereo to
your car or boat Stereo/mono switch, locking fast
foiWard and rewind.
Realistic makes it easy to owri, easy to install!

sao.
69!!

•

Reg.ggss

1

I

AVE42%
COMPACT REALISTIC®
CASSETTE RECORDI;R

Reg. -

6995

Snooze bar, sleep switch, big lighted
digits. Wood grain styling.

Record family events, favorite voices and notes with PQrtable CTR-39. Auto-level,
auto-stop, t~e counter, case and batteries. Now $30 OFF.
.

.20010 AM-FM RADIO .SMOKE KILLS! DETECT IT EARLY
tc FoRvouRBIKE SAVE 2 So/o
.

Reg.
. 2995

2395
12-185

4177
eg.

R

i

29 95
.

Disconnects instantly. Fits
275-451
·
any handlebar. :W,i!b :;:1[· ~ ~r.oi:Je11'rSmo~e Alarm m~s·bii!.W!DI ot ~ailing.
. batteries.
1 yr. battery included. "'' • ·· • "
•

RADIO SHACK'S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1975.PRICES
; , • •nd you can

CHARGE IJ

lhese lwo ciedtt cards.

Air
Conditioned,
Good food.
Maid Service

~

14-945

HI-FI BOOKSHELF
. SPEAKER SYSTEM

•',: 100
-Pool~

I

SAVE'

AM-FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

Applications now
being taken for
the summer session. ;,'

'

I

Realistic proves hi·fi doesn't have to be high! Listen to radio, play
pre-recorded tapes, record your own at a fraction of the cost
Auto/manual program change, auto-stop mike inputs
auto-record·l~vel, ~M stereo !ndicator, headphone jack: add a record
chang~r anyt1me w1th ceram1c phono input. Matching speakers and
rece1ver encas~d in walnut-grained vinyl veneer. At 37% OFF ii's
.
.
well worth a test-listen at The Shack®.

• <"'' • ~ .... ~ • •

Income of NML Agent.s has increased by
almost (lO% in ihe last10 years.

I

95

Reg.15995

ANN ARBOR, Mich.-A person can be grossly overweight but still
be in top physical condition, says a fitness consultant who is waging a
war on flab.
,Yi~or L. ~;,ttch, physical education professor at the University of
. M1ch~gan, s~d moS! of us would be better off if we spent less time
studymg hetght-wetght tables and more time worrying about
becoming "overfat.''

i!ledg~: :lk'<M!I)nml l;!fl"L
'

,,;j'

Condition, Weight Unrelated

Our top 25 agents averaged $118,170.00
Our top SOO agents averaged $41,72,2.00

•

.

WASHIN~TON-When and. H President Carter's energy
P~O!Ifams get tnto law and are fully effective, the average American
Will find several rewards for saving energy.
·
If he buys a fuel-stingy car, he gets the price cut as much as a few
hundred dollars, depending on the gas mileage. · ·
The applian~es he buys will be forced to be more energy-efficient.
But some thmgs will cost more.

,·ColiThe
ege.

I

J

Thrifty To Be Rewarded

Earnings:

'I

>
'0
,..,

W~SHI~GT?N-!he gov~rnment of Zaire, fighting a war against
invadmg exdes, ts gettmg avanety of help from the United States.
But excluded from the "nonlethal" aid is a request from Zaire's
ruler Mobutu Sese Sel\o for $60,000 worth of Coca-Cola.
~obutu asked that the soft drinks-made in part from kola nuts
nat1ve to Africa-be loaded onto the Cl30 transport plane the United
States recently agreed to fly to Kinshasa for his use.

We're a 8 billion dollar financial institution with over 100 year~ eKperience
in the field.

,.

0

0"

U.S.· Gives· Coke to Zaire

4 GOOD PEOPLE

.,..,flrlllliiii(;·-:efff-= PRODUCTION _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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Arab Boycott

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
IS LOOKING FOR

RESERVID SEAT' TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS
The l'eoplee Choice· Rio Rencho Shopping Center .
The General Stollt botlllocatiOns·Dillllirdl· Record WOrld
L.P.Goodbur both location•
UNM STUDENT UNIOH ·POPEJOY HALL

~

-·
B

Nixon's Privacy Invaded

rather than the amount of controversy because it seems to me
nothing was really said at that first .
press conference that .•. should have
generated that much alarm,"
Kennedy said,
· Kennedy defended the FDA
decision to ban saccharin as a
possible cancer causer, saying

KIVA AUDITORIUM

t1>

Guerrillas Kidnap Children

"I was surprised at the nature

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER

z
::e
a:

"'

levies and make energy con- .. .-.
sumption more expensive,
. Carter made plain at the outset of
By Un!ted Press International
his speech his proposals would not
·be politically popular· ones,
amending his prepared text tQ ad
lib: "I don't expect much ap?SHAKATJ, Sputh West ~frica~Leftist guerrillas kidnaped 126
. plause." .
chaldren
and at least four Wh1te priests at a Roman Catholic mission
But he was interrupted by ap- ·
s~~ool
Wednesday
and forced .most of them across the border into
plause seven times when he referred
·
Angola,
officials
said.
to, stepping up domestic oil
The
raid
was•one
of
the
boldest
ever
carried
out
by the South West
production, preventil!!l windfall
African
Peopl~s
Organization·
(SWAPO),
the
guerrilla
group. which is
profits for .oiJ companies,
supported
by
Angola
and
last
month
won
further
Communist
support
developing synthetic fuels, shelvin!l .
Soviet
President
Nikolai
Podgorny.
from
visiting
the plutopium breeder reactor,
speed in!! up construction of
conventional atomic plants,
Deb~tes
correcting a lack of oil industry
competition · and preventing oil
WASHINGTON-The House Wedn!;lsday debated legislation that
companies
from
collecting
·
would
make it illegal for American citizens to comply with the Arab
unearned profits.
..
ag;tinst Israel.
·
boycott
HE S.AID HIS GOALS for 1985'
.
Supporters
~f
the
~eg~slation
say
the
Arab
boycott,
begun
in
1965,
include cutting U.S. energy growth
VIOlates Amencan prmc1ples of free trade and fair play. Opponents of
to the point where it' will double
the
legislation say it could harm diplomatic efforts to achieve an
every 40 years instead of every 18·
overall Middle East settlement and that it would increase the U.S.
reducing gasoline consumption u)
trade deficit.
·
per cent below present levels: insulating 90 per cent of America's
homes and putting solar energy
devices on 2.5 million homes.
"l hope the Congress will adopt
. WASHINGTON-When Congress seized Richard Nixon's White
these goals by joint resolution," he
House ~apes and documen~s it violated his right of privacy and the
said. "We could continue to ignore
~eparation of powers doctnne, the former President's lawyers argued
this problem, as many have done in
the past. But to do so would subject . m the Supreme Court Wednesday.
Nixo!l's l~wyers called the law the greatest invasion of privacy they
our people to an impending
could 1magme: But the government argued Nixon could have
catastrophe."
anything _back that. was stri.ctly personal, and that fonhe most part
•
the matenal compnses pubhc documents. ·

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Food because the agency never said
and Drug Administration Chief anything that "should have
Donald Kennedy Wednesday e"- generated that much alarm.''
pressed surprise at the public outcry
He said the American people now
over FDA plans to ban saccharin
appear to be "less anxious" about
the saccharin issue because the
· FDA last week proposed' to continue the sale of the artificial
sweetener for home use. He said the
public now understands that the
ban is only a proposal which is not
final. ·

SAT. APRIL23rd 1977 8PM
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Saccharin_ Uproar
Surprised FDA

PRESENTS IN CONCERT

()Q

AI Radio Shack
~re·

honOf'ed .tl p•rhcipaiing Radto
Sh•c .. Sloi'es Other credil
plini m•' also be aw;ulabla
Otllatli at your neoitb¥' ·st6re,

•
) A 1A'!DV CORPORATION COMPANY .

·29~0

Central SE at Triangle
256-9329

ftaf11e

lllaek.
Most items :usa -av.'llrlat-1C
at Radio ShaCk Oearers
Look fOr thrS Sign

1n your'

n81Ahbarhoo~1

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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10 Days to Drop
Not .Enough Time
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LetterUothe ed1tor...
·
·
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 25Q word~,
typewritten and double spa.ced.
..
.
Send. er's name •. addres:o·and phon.e nu. m. b.er must be includ· ed
.,
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication:
N~mes will be withheld only by agreement with the' ed.itor, in
person.
Both lette'rs to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length ·and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
.the LOBO newsroom, .room 138, Marron Hall.

WEU., ...

Once again some members of the UNM Faculty Senate are going
~· through their tweedle-dum and tw~,Jedle-dee routine and as usual the
o stUd~,Jnts are getting the wor~ of it. With t~e .Faculty Senate's 21-18
passage of History Professor R1char.!:l Berthold s b1ll that would reduce tne .
present "drop" perlocl from 12 weeks to 10 school days, it appears tne
"Harvard oftne West" group is winning the academic tug-of-war.
Althougn Berthold <lid not come out and say it,the ol:!vious intent of the
.J:!iiJ is to stop tne "shopping around for easy classes" that goes on each
·
semester.
. We can't deny that the shopping spree does occur, but w~ can't see the
logic of imposing stricter regulations on upperclassmen wh1le at tne same
time allowing unqualifiecl students into the University. Why toughen up
drop periods when you allow kids who almost dropped out of high school
to enter the University? lois type of requirement would work l:!est wnen
the academic stature of the University is upgradecl l:!y establisning a community college to weecl out the non-college material.
Until that•time, this two-week drop period is too short and the stuclents
are getting a raw deal. Many students spen~ th~ first two weeks o! class
just getting acclimated anywav.. Two weeks IS s1mply not enough t1me to
decide if a c;lass is worthwhile.
we propose a six-week clrop periocl because without it, tnere will be
more students in classes they clon't want to work in.
'

l,

l F6EL. YOU~. Lf):JI<JNG

~Muctl·am~
I GU~ I'Ll- .. ·
iJ.{E WHOLE . lNG .'
/

As a member of the UNM faculty for five years,
Zeus knows I agree that the administration and even
more the Regents often act contrary to the interests of
the University (as I perceive them) and certainly
kowtow to Santa Fe (Upon whom we are, however,
utterly dependent); but to blame the administration
for all the ills of UNM and completely absolve the
students is nonsense. I fail to see, for example, how
one can deny that the students had some role in turning the twelve week drop/add into a disaster or
making the BUS a farce. Ultimately, of course, it is the
administration and faculty who create the strubture
and .climate of the University, but one cannot hide
from the fact that part of the reason UNM is a third
rate university is because a significant portion of the
student body is third rate. Ultimately UNM is to blame
because it admits these people and provides

Unfair Treatment
Given Batcheller

Editor:.
On Apr. 20 the LOBO•carried an
article by D.M. Flynn and an
By Richard. Berthold
editorial that quoted the report of
an ad hoc faculty committee
{Tiechanisms allowing them to remain and learn charged wi.th evaluation of
nothing, but let the University attempt to limit ad-· graduate programs in Music
missions or curtail the freedoms which have Education and Music Hi;>tory and
generated Student l'rresponsl'bi'll'ty and 1'mmed1'ateIYt he Literature. As .C h airman o f t h e a d
Cry Of Oppressl· on and rac'1s·m ,·s so· unded. We are all to hoc committee, I would h'ke to
f correct some of the impressions left
blame.
.
1
Again, the administratio.n is certainly gui tv 0
by the LOBO.
frequently acting in bizarre and unfair ways towards
'the faculty-a fact 1 can appreciate· better than any
I was quoted as saying that the
Board of Educational Finance had
student, who, must necessa.rily,be on the outside:-but "flagged" 24 programs at .UNM as
typically the SOP generalizes by lumping .the vel)i dif- "unjustifiable.'' Actually, we were
ferent cases of Mann, Ehrenberg and Patrick
(what
·
.
f asked to evaluate 4 (not ·24 1
about Djuric7) together and accusing the University o
maltreating these people in order to control the graduate programs that had been
student body. If anything, the SOP overestimates the flagged by the BEF on the grounds
of low enrollment and/or possible
interest the administration has in the student body,
. f duplication with-programs in other
demonstrating the kind of narcissism characteristic 0
New Mexico institutions. Our
the student political group, which feels that every ad- criteria for evaluation are not those
ministrative act·is directed at them.
of the BEF but those adopted by a
standing committee of the faculty
Incidentally, the SOP says, "We came here to be and the Graduate Committee. They
.educated, not indoctrinated" and yet supports Ehren· deal with the usual academic
berg, one of the most rigorous ideologues to appear criteria of quality of teaching,
on the campus. And the assault on the LOBO betrays creative work in research, scholarfacile minds at work, ignoring the simple fact that the ship, or the arts and service to the
editorshop ofthe paper changes yearly, thus making it University and community. For all
possible for the paper to be very poor, as it was a few four programs, including those in
years back, or fairly good, as it seems now. The SOP th'e Music Department, the
apparently wants the LOBO to be "the mouthpiece of evaluation committees found amthe student community," possibly: in order that the pte justification for recommending
student community might be "educated/'
their continuation at UNM.
The LOBO editorial and the arTo th$ SOP let me slly"that if you will hurl charges ticle by Mr. Flynn are less than fair
and/or bricks, throw them at the legislature; there to Professor Batcheller, whom our
resides the purse and the power.
committee recognized as a scholar
A special note: We were all delighted to see Bill who has made Important con··
Mondt capitalizing on his UNM position by doing ads tributions to music education. Our
for a real estate agency. Once again, Athletics strikes report on the graduate Music
a blow for UNM's image. Anybody want to "buy a Education program included six
'piece of the Roman forum?
recommendations, of which the
'

by Garry Trudeau
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·Editorial Board
tdilor4111o r01>11-1. •
"'Onolonod
*'ltV .........
Of lilo
LOIIO
tblumnt._.,.,...,..
Dolly

Sloll. AI other
lnd lltllra ,__. ,till opinion .of
the outllot ond do not necella!liy
rellod the 1110WI Ill the ttaH.
•

LOBO cited parts of recommeodation No. five out of context.
The entire pa·ragraph reads as
follows:
5. The role of the Coordinator of Music Education is
crucial. The current coor'dinator
possesses
unique
strengths and expertise in
several areas, particularly
elementary school music education. However, there clearly
is widespread· dissatisfaction
among the faculty and graduate students with his philo:,,
sophical stress on the elementary level, to the detriment of
practical pedagogy and education on the secondary level.
His admini:>trative style tends
to limit open discussion of
basic issues. Jn orcler to redress this imbalance and to
facilitate more open communications, it is recommended
that the present Coordinator
of Music Education be re·placed and that the faculty be
given an opportunity to recommend a successor. The
evaluation team recommends
that the Music Department
faculty discuss theadvantages
of rotating the position of
Coordinator of Music Education among persons with a
diversity of interests.
Some members of the Department of Music are understanda?IY
upset that copies of our evatuat1on
report were placed in the hands of
the LOBO. A copy of an uneditecl
draft report was leaked to the
LOBO by somebocjy not connected
with the evaluation committee, on
or about April4. At my request, the
LOBO did not reveal its contents
during the weeks in which the
problems of the Music Department
were· making daily headlines. In
this, the LOBO showed restraint.
and responsibility. Our. final report
was .approved by the Graduate
cofl.unittee on April14, and a copy
was released to the LOBO on April'
18.
.
The faculty and students of the
t>epartment of Music have had a
rough time lately. I am looking
forward to the time when the
members of this fine department
can again devote their full energy
to making and teaching music.
.
Sincerely,
Wolfgang E. Elston
Professor, Dept. of Geology
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even have enough interest in the
landlord tenant law to lobby against
a bill that made it easier to evict
tenants." Actually
NMPIRG
followed poverty law Professor Joe
Goldberg's advice. that "Legal Aid
and NMPIRG shouldn't go after
that revision. Lobbying there would
be counter-productive." Professor
Goldberg knows, he helped draft
the New Mexico Owner-Resident
Relations Act.
Each of us, as authors, is a member of NMPIRG and is grateful tllat
NMPIRG's supervision, expertise
ancl financing were there to make
the project go. As NMPIRG
professes, it is a "Professional
staff of lawyers, researchers,
writers and technical people who
supervise and direct the work of
students engaged in NMPIRG
projects for credit." The Renter's
G'uide was a model NMPIRG
project.
Rick Stewart
Bob Miller
Jeff Taylor
Lynn Cianci

.
. ·
· ~h1c~no Studies . here. at the
Un!verslty has. prov1ded ~elp. to
Chhlcanhos denteff~mg tne UnJ~tehrsdlt.Yf•
as s are o 1ce space WI
1ferent Chicano. organizations, and·
has offered a broad selection of
classes for nearly eignt years. The
program was. a catalyst for .affirmative action in minority hiring
practices. Chicano stucjies has
provided valuable links to the. com~
munity, and at one time sponsored
.cultural schools in Duranes and
Atrisco.
But today the picture is
changing. Last semester. Chicano
Studies lost two classes and one
end of· .· th'I~
P· rofessor · By the
··
S!lmester a total of six cla:;ses and

five Chicano professors will have
been forced out of the University.
Chicanos are glaringly underrepresented In medicine, law,
business and other areas
' .
.
. ·.
.
. T~e ~nJver.s!tY adml~lstrat1on
d1dn t g1ve Chicano Stud1es to us.
Chi~anos i~ th~ late '60s beg~n to
realize then ~1story and henta~e
we~e ~ot bemg taught at t~ls
Umverslty and b.egan to o~ga~1ze
themselves ~nd f1ght for the1r r.'ght
to an education. We most continue
to organize ourselves and fioht to
defend our. center. Higher
academic standarcjs doesn't inelude
eliminating
valuable
knowled ge 0 f .a peopIe •S hentage
.
that proviiJes them with tools to

return _to their community anl:l serve the1r people,
Attend the rally to~ay at noon ~n
tfhe m~ll forbenteCrht~mmenst adn.d 1"- ~ .
ormation a out . 1cano tu . 1es.
2:
Chicano Studies N
Rally Committee ;=::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::=.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ·~
New Mexico
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Vo1.81
No.137
'
B9x 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277 ·4202.
The l'!ew Mexico Dally Loho is puhllshcd
Mcmday through Friday every regular week
of the Vniverolty year and weekly during tho
summer session by tho Board of Student
Publications ofthe University of New Mexico,

Editor:
·
In 1970, Afro-American Studies , aro'und for a long time even if we
came into existence. The first coor- have to fight to keep it.
dinator was Dr. Charles Becknell.
Fighting for growth of. Freedom.
Now the coordinator is Dr. Harold
Betta
Bailey. Afro-American studies. has
(Editor,'s Note: Black Student
been interested in community and' Union and Chicano Studies· have
academics
has been helping
in nigh
Black
school.
students
The
in
students felt it necessary to have a
day-care and to start early with
young Black children teaching
them about their African heritage.
Black brothers and sisters, we
are far from Uhuru Sa sa ·(which
means freedom now). And we have
our dignity and our existence as
Black people to fight' to keep up the
awareness, And the center helps us
to do just that. And if we plan to
keep Blacks aware of situations
aroun d t hem we must put some input in to get something out. And
we as concerned students plan to
make sure that th13 center will

I

dnd Is not financially associated with VNM.
Second clasa p~stage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexl.,. 87131. Subsorlp(lon rotc lo
$10.oo lor th~ academic year.
.pages
'rh• oropinions
expressed on tho editorial
The DaUy Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is thatolthe
editorial board of The Dally Lobo, Nothing
printcc.t tn The D11il,V Lobo ncccss;ruY
represents the vl•w• ollb• University efNew
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This Weekend At The
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A1TaCD~
In The Student Union Building
Friday, April 15
Pianist

ten on this /Jim, we /eel that an
experienced & qualified opinion
should be published. We Ill the

ENCORE have pledged to our'

selves and to our customers, to

bring to Albuquerque the
highest quallly adult en•
terlalnment available. The
quality of 11/m we show at the
ENCORE Is not tho 16mm stog
111m style thai Is so common In

From

a

A~ co®~

Ws /eel that the MltchS/1
b;ofher's versfon Of Sodom an ·
Gomo;rsh Is a pt/me example of
the lir/enl end Imagination that
Is sometimes used In splle of
the unconstllutlonat, outdated
and outrageous tellf/ctlons fm ...

posed on people who truly
desire to present a high quality
work of erotic IJrt. •
The story has lour parallel lines.
the orrlval of two astronauts
/tom anothet galaxy to Sodom
coincides with the arrival of Lot,
his wife 1lnd two daughters. Lot
Is /he nophow of Abraham,

7:30 to 8:45

Followed by the latin magic of

Albuquerque.

From

9:00·12:00

Saturday, Apri116
. Entertainer-Guitarist
•

whose story Is also woven rnto
tho complox Iabrie. The fourth

~·t figure Is Bora, 't~(mpoiMt::>:l\
king of _Sodom -~~~ho coin·

'

pensates for his shortcomings
by turning sax In thll city upside
down. This practlca begots a
gonorrhea epidemic, and tho

CO~alal~OO

astronauts strive to cure people
by circumcising them. Conflict
ahci comp/lctJtl6ns 'occtJt when
one ol the astronauts falls In
love With Lot's dove/Ike
daughter,. Leah. Het vlrg/nous
air also attracts Bers, who snat·
·ches hilt for himself, and oilers
her as tesllviJI virgin. The
ilsl/onaut wins her In combat.
Ali this, by fait means or foUl,
leads to the tfesf;uatlon of
sodom and Gbtnol'lah, •
'From an ldeiJ Inspired by

;!

Justice -owen MoGMun of the

I

New YO;R_ who wrote 1'Gteen
Door 111 (Mifche/1 Bros), would
have been regardtJd as 10b·

Wendell T. Hunt

.

' I

'

Criminal Court of the City of

6:00
7:55

scene/' by the communiW sran·
datds ol SOdom and Gomomlh.

Brings out a

little evil in us all

Rock and

CJ)[p[f~ 7:30~12:30
Sandwich

&

Admission Prices

Drinks

Served At The
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Oue tO the previous review writ·

Photo Editor

Editor·in·Chief

•

Editor:
Michael Benavidez's letter concerning PIRG's Renter's Guide is
badly mistaken. As authors of the
Renter's Guide we must 'respond.
Michael says "Dean MacPherson
and clinical law students did the
majority of the work." In truth, the
clinical law program and Professor
MacPherson had nothing to do
with it. Denise Fort, NMPIRG attorney, supervised the project from
start to finish. She approached us
with the idea. Each author received
independent research credit for
his/her work from Professor Chuck
DuMar, not clinical law credit.
Michael also states, "I will concede PIRG did do a little." The
truth is that NMPIRG's expertise
was essential to the effort. Denise
met with us weekly for four months
on the project. ·Denise distributed
each draft for comments among attorneys, judges and lay persons
throughout the state. Denise and
Jim Feeney, of NMPIRG's staff,
edited the publication. Kim Long, a
volunteer, did an excellent job on
layout and graphics. NMPIRG
published the guide. NMPIRG is
also distributing it, free to UNM
students and is selling it to legal
aids, landlords, realtors and nonstudents around the state.
Michael
"PIRG
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SDP Full of Tired Rhetoric

But we have now heard from the Social Democratic
Party, whicn thougn it apparently fat is far short of the
dizzying heights of vacant rhetoric and ignorant
delusion!! of sucl:l.organizations as thl! local cnapter of
MEChA nevertheless manages in only two letter.s to
the LOBO (Apr. 11, 181 to mark itself (or at least its
spokesmen) as typical of the genre. The goals of SOP
(and of MEChA as weiiJ appear worthy and I agree
with many of their statements, but typically their
rhetoric is filled with tne same tired old pronouncements, most of them characteristieally floating free
of any. attachment to hard evidence. Most consistently annoying in the argumentation of this and
such like groups is the inevitable drift to generalities,.
all-consuming truths which easily obscure the relevant
fact.

'r

.
. .
,
.
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinio'ns .may
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Opinions should include address and phcme number.

·Handbook Authors
Attack Benavidez

Adobe· Towers

1 had noped that the arrival of spring would bring
the various stuclent political groups out of their winter
hibernation and thus provicle targets for this column,
but disappointingly that has not yet happened, and
the real looney organizations are yet to be heard from.
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TV's Emmys In a Snafu.
By Vernon Scott
out an Emmy Show with no stars, Roberts (A Circle of Children) and
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-The told the Academy la.st week it was Natalie Wood (Cat on a Hot Tin
troubled Television Academy cencelling the scheduled May 15 Roof).
Nominated for best 1'\Ctor in a
stubbornly went ahead with its broadcast, saying the Academy's
nominations Wednesday, giving 35 internal troubles would make the comedy or drama special were Peter
of them to Roots to lead all shows, show "embarassing, indeed futile." Boyle (Tailgunner Joe), Ed
even though the Emmys may never
The broadcast was a casualty of a Flanders '(Harry S, Truman, Plain
be awarded-at least not on feud between. tpe New York and Speaking), Edward Herrmann
national televfsion,
Hollywood 'chapters.
The (Eleanor and Franklin), George C,
Many of television's biggest stars Hollywood Chapter includes most Scott (Beauty and the ]Jeast) and
threatened to boycott the entire of the best known entertainers, this year's Osqar winner, Peter
Emmy process and many weren't . writers, · directors and producers Finch (Raid on Emabbe).
Alan Aida (M-A-S-H), Abe
even nominated,
.
involved with prime-time' enVigoda (Fish), Henry W,inkler
Such long-time television tertainment shows.
favorites as Mllry Tyler Moore and
NBC's The Big Event captured (Happy Days) and Tony R~ndall
Valerie Hatpcr failed to get a 26 nominations with six of its for his own show were nommated
mention in the 29th. Academy of segments; Raid on Entebbe for best actors in a comedy.
Nominated for best actress in a
Television Arts and Sciences gathered nine of them and Sybil
nominations. Both have said they seven.
· comedy series were Bonnie Franklin
would boycott the Em my Awards.
Other multiple nominees were ·(One Day at a Time), Linda Lavin
Roots, ABC's 12-hour spec- Eleanor an/ Franklin (13); M-A-S- (Alice), Penny Marshall ex-UNM
tacular on the first portion of Alex H (13), NBC's Saturday Night (10) student, (Laverne and Shirley) and
Haley's book tracing his African and Captians and theKings(8).
Nancy
Walker
(Biansky's
heritage, ·led all shows with 35
Nominated for· best comedy · Beauties).
nominations, including best actor series were the two top rated shows
for a single appearance for four of Happy Days and Laverne and
its stars-Georg Stanford Br9wn, Shirley, the perennial All in the
Levar Burton, Lou Gossett and Ben Family (all of its stars will boycott)
Vereen.
and Welcome Back Kolter. ·
Kimo Anniversary; Six of
Ed Asner, who was also in Roots,
Nominated for best dramatic Albuquerque's top performing arts
was the fifth nominee for his ap- series were Baretta, Colombo, groups will perform Apr. 22 in
pearance in a Police Story episode.
Family, Upstairs, Downstairs and "Fifty Years at the Kimo" gala
An
overwhelming
394 The Waltons.
event sponsored by Albuquerque
nominations were made by the
Nominated for best actress in a Center Inc.
academy and Lee Schulman, drama or comedy series were Kim
Featured on the program are
chairman of the National Awards Hunter (Baretta], Madge Sinclair Albuquerque Civic Light Opera,
Committee, said blue-ribbon (Roots] .and Jessica Walter (The Albuquerque Dance Theater, Ballet
committees would go ahead and Streets of San Francisco).
Folklorico, Hector Garcia, ,New
determine the winners, even though
Best actress in a drama or Mexico Symphony Orchestra and
the awards may never be presented comedy specifll were J~ne Classics Theater. Tickets are $5 a
on national television as they have Alexander (Eleanor and Franklm), person and may be obtained at .First
in the past:
Bette Davis (The Disappearance of National Bank offices. ~ ·
.
NBC, fearing viewers would tune Aimee), Sally Field (Sybil), Rachel
Joseph Zanetti, chairman of the
Albuquerque Center board said,
"Our purpose is to promote
preservation of the Kimo. We
beleive it is an outstanding, historic
PEACE CORPS
part of downtown Albuquerque
VISTA
and we don't want to see it go the
way of other fine buildings like the
Will Be On Campus
Alvarado Hotel."
"

r • .~.

Interviewing
Senior/Grads:
Placement
Office, Mesa
Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg.

Sign Up Now!
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14-oz. crystal beer stein
handcrafted in Europe.
May be personalized
with up to three
initials on the side
opposite the etched
Schlitz globe. See
coupon for ordering instructions.
$7.95 each,

ftom left to tight: Elizabeth Essay, Pattlcla Sptlnget~ 8111 Hauls.
Scene from "ffiaglc Golden Apples."

show at the New West at 2935 C
Louisiana Blvd. NE.
Four Choreographers: An
evening of dance theatre featuring
four 9riginal dance pieces will be
presented at the University of New
Mexico's Rodey Theatre at 8 p.m.
tonight Friday and Saturday night.
The show will be performed by
.outstanding student dancers and
UNM dance faculty. It features
original works by danc-e fa,:ulty
members Judith Bennahum, Lee
Connor, Lorn MacDougal ·and
Jennifer Predock.
. Magic Golden Apples: This
fantasy play for children will be
presented by the UNM Department
of Theatre Arts beginning this
Saturday at the UNM Experimental
Theatre.
· The play is written by Patricia
Springer, a UNM Theatre Arts
major, Springer also wrote lyrics
• for the traditional music in the
play.
Special ticket prices for this

•

~

production are $1 for children and
$2 for adults, Ticlcet reservations
and information can be obtained by
calling the UNM Fine Arts Box
Office at 277-4420.
Music seminars: Vocal coach and
-accompanrst Robert Evans of the
University of Cincinnati Conservatory of Music will conduct two
music seminars in the Fine Arts
Center of UNM. In Rm. 1111 at
1:30 p.m. today, Evans will present
a workshop in vocal coaching. He
will present a seminar for accompanists on Friday at 12i30 p.m •.
in Rm.ll11.
Student Recital: Robert Shlaer
plays the harpsichord tonight at
8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.

Is ·Availableli'l""\·~~
at the

(c)LJ;JI
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· Dun of leer Y·Shlrt. For those of

you who really deserve the
title. Jersey-style with gold
%-length sleeves and
Dean of Beer design in
full color. 100% cotton.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
$4.50.

Covered
Wllrago.n
Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelr)l'
YOWN

Dean of leer Slumber Shirt.

Yellow with Dean of Beer
design in full color. V-neck
with side vents. Combed
cotton. Comfortable
lounge/sleepwear. Sizes:
S, M, L, XL. $4.95.

i •.

· ~Unique.gifts for

'"'',;.¢ J

~~

;a:. special/ person!

~P'

,:.-

~

...·

.

.

'

'

TOTAL$ _ _
Send order with check or money order payable to:
Schlitt Dean of Beer
·
Post Office Box 9586
St. Paul. MN 55195
My o~der is over $25.
Ple<1se send me my surprise gift worth $5.00.
Indicate in'boxes initials to be etched on Personalized
Stein(s). 3 initials maximum for each stein ordered.
Please print.

Schlib: llklnls. The word,

U~·~H!U

~~I·Ol)M

Honors Center
A schedule of these one-eredit hour seminars with ,descriptions is

available at the Honors Center office (west end, ground floor of the
Humanities Bldg.).
Courses are open to all undergraduates no prerequisites. Emphasis is
on discussion and student participation. Enrollment is limited to 15
students.
For more information, (!Orne to the Honors Center or call ext. 2201.

abbreviated. Cotton and
polyester, fully lined,
with tie straps for an easy
fit. Order top and bottom
separately. Bikini Tops: Cup
A, B, C, D. $7.50 each.
,..
Bikini Bottoms: 8(6-8),
M(10-12), L(14-I6). $7.50 each. •1

.

'

,\l(rd:f'ot._,:~~~"".-,,

Siglinda Steirifijllcr
Dean of leer

Penonollzed Schlib: Stdn. Beautiful

MOTHER'S
'"".REMEMBRANCE
RING .AND
PENDANT

for Fall, 1977
i·

~
Cl

UNDERGRADUATE
SEMINAR
PROGRAM
I

::11

~.

The Kimo was built in 1926~27
and is an outstanding example of
the art deco styJe·of movie theaters
in vogue at the time. It features
ornate carved massive wood beams
supporting-the ceiling, Indian motif
decorations along the walls and
unusual light ftxtures formed in the
shape of a hull's head.
'
Art Sale: A collection of fine
paintings and sculpture originally
purchased
by Albuquerque
collectors and now offererd for
resale will be featured in an art

Brochure Of Courses

~

·,
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•

May2·4
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/

Tl'te Albuqu~rque Culture Guide

&

·-~·

~-.1

a. Mother's Remembrance ring now $19:~~~~i:~i~~~~~'
$29.95. Additional stones - $3;50 each.
pendant; with 14k gold setting and chain,
tio.nal stones : $7,50 eo11ch. Both eontain spaces
-1~~7:stOi'le$. ··~ .' :·.>·:
·

.. . .
··· 'Saielfmlted to one' weak only,

. ··. :-::-~~~~.. ,..:·<~~~~r:.i;;;.·., .<:·.~,
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middle family
initial

inilial

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _-sTATc.E_ _ ZIP·-~Allow 4 weeks for shipmen I. Void where prohibited by law.
Offer expires December 31. 1977. Prices include shipp!ng
\ charges.

Gordori1
. r ...:.~...... .'

1st

initial

ADDRESs,·_----~~--~--------

>

.

•

'

@ 1971 Jos Schhlt BrE!wing ~0, MJlwalJkee. Wts.,

~------~-------~-

JEWELERS

IN ALBUQUERQUE SHOP AT GORDON'S: Coronado
Center • Also in las Cruces • Shop Gordon's Coast to

coa,t,

I .

-

....- "

....

.

'•

,,

NAME.----~----------------

wide belt loops, front and back
pockets, frayed legs. Washable
cotton. Waist sizes: 29, 30, 32,
34, 36. $4.95.

We Accept: BankAmericard • Diners CltJb • Shoppers Cl•arge
•MaHer Charge• Carte Blanc/w •American express

I,

SHIP TO:

Schlitz Cutoffs. Jean-styled with

'CHARCiEi.

o o .D

r

r;

·Not available at all sto;es_
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Glor.Y Bownd
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WOmen Netters Face Aggies And Miners

-

Bennie Jets

·~briginal Recordings .Made by

8

·~

Woody
Guthrie- · 1940/946"/Warner Brothers BS 2999·
.
By Robert Spiegel
· ·
Finally, with all the new interest
in Woody Guthrie 'surrounding the
release of the ·movie Bound for
Glory, we get a re.release of some
of his original material, Unfor•
· tunately, this album 'will probably
. only appeal to collectors, historians
and devote fans.
It is a difficult album to get into.
A large part of the reason is that
Guthrie was not only noncommercial, · he was anticommercial. Commercial music, by
nature, is easy to understand and
pleas!ng; even if depth and
authenticity must be compromised
or sacrificed for easy accessibility.
Guthrie simply refused to
compromise, and consequently his
vocals and guitar work here are
· very rough.
Another .difficulty with this
album is the recording, ·done on
ace~ates. Because of the extremly
rap1d growth of technology in

~

·~

Q)

z

00
Q)

~

Q..

Woody Guthrie

music Gop

H,..... n99Ve (

the UTEp team ''is pretty weak''
but UNM will also be weaker than
usual because some of the women·
competing for UNM are from the
lower end of the roster. "We are
giving. those players at the lower
end a chance to play," said Lindsay.
He said that UNM would still
beat the Miners easily.

D<~ilv

·

lobo

Sports"
s top female player,
Therese' Sullivan, will not be
competing this weekend and Coach
Lindsay said all the other players

Correction

move up a notch because of her .
absence,
''This will make it a better match
for both sides," said Lindsay.
. . The photo of the female tennts player run in Tuesday's
Women representing UNM this
w~ekend are Leslie Holmquist,
~OBO was incorrectly idenMmdy Sherwood, Linda Kopriva
tified. The woman was Linda
Sanchez and not Therese
Monica MacVicar, Meg Born'
Sullivan.
Lypn Stutheit, Sandy Sisneros and
Charlene Sanchez.

Jazz ]overs tak.e heed. This album
constitutes some good jazz.
Since. the record market has been
flooded. lately with aspiring jazz
musicians trying to cash in on the
rising pc;>pularit)' of jazz by playing
unoriginal versions of· worn-out
· tunes, this album is refreshing,
Bennie is a master, especially when
he plays the saxophone, ·
Maupin's impressive master.y of
:eed instruments (soprano and
tenor sax, piccolo, flute, bass
clarinet, etc.) is plainly displayed on
this, his first solo album.
Jazz is nothing new to Maupin,
who played-with Miles Davis in the·
early 70's Bitches Brew sessions
where many 'good jazz musicians
were able to develop their talents.
Maupin later played with Herbie
· Hancock and 'the Headhunters, and
although he is more low-keyed than
Hans;ock, Bennie's early jazz
training shows up on many of the
cuts from this. album.
Bennie Maupin co~bines the
sounds of some of the best jazz sax
players (Turrentine, Barbieri,
Sanborn, and Washington) but puts
out his own brand of originality,
creating a truly beautiful and
enjoyable jazz album.

recording, performing, etc., music
becomes dated astoundingly fast.
It is difficult to appreciate music
· ~ 0 to 20 years old f()r ·any more than
1ts novelty or its importance in the
development of music· (the fifties
music). The gap of thirty years
between us and this Woody Guthrie
album is hard to close.
Attempting to leap the gap with
the numbers.
Foreigner!Atlantic SD 18215
this
particular Guthrie album will
The best tunes are the stunning
Review by George Gesner
not
go
unrewarded. This is a fine
They have the making of the next rock ballad. "Starrider" and the
collection
of his early recordings.
supergroup. Much in the same way powerful "At War With the
World."
·
.tJe
is
alone
with his gUitar on most
Bad Company formed their group,.
of
this
album.
. 1977 seems to be the year that
Foreigner has taken musicians from
On later recordings of the same
hard
rock music undergoes a
excellent groups ·to form a six-man
songs,
he is j()ined by various
renaissance.
Foreigner
will
be
one
fusion of Englanders 11nd
freinds
such
as Leadbelly, Sonny
of
the
groups
that
rock
historians
Americans.
Terry,
etc.
and
the songs become
will
'look
back
on
in
time.
The three Americans are Lou
fuller.
However,
the starkness of
·Foreigner will become. a little
Gramm (Black Sheep), · AI
these
recordings
present
another
Greenwood (Storm, .Flash) and Ed more familiar with the world. This
side
to
the
songs,
giving
them
Galgiardi (rookie). The Engllmders should be the first of many album
directness
•
and
perhaps
sadness
·
are Dennis Elliot (Chevelles, It), efforts. Rate it A.
rat~er than the party feel. .
Ian McDonald (King Crimson) and
After !Ill, the human problems ·
Mick Jones (Spooky Tooth).
"The Gap Band"!Tattoo Records
Woody
Guthrie was concerned with
The element that likeens the
\..J\
[RCA] BJL 1-2168
group to Bad Company is lead
Review by Robert Spiegel
still exist and are insensitive to gaps
vocalist Gramm. It's an ac· "Hangover'' 1 Max
WebWhat first struck me about this in musical styles.
·
complishment for Gramm to be a s/er/MercurySRM-1-1131
.album was how much the lead
.
Review by George Gesner
singer, Charles Wilson, sounds .like
standout in such fine company.
The album starts with their first
Max Webster is not an English Stevie Wonder. On one cut, "Silly
single "Feels Like The First Time." rocker nor is he a lexjcologist. Max Grin," Wilson and. his brother,
,\
The rocker, like others on the Webster (named in the same way as Robert, who shares the same· "L'ive
Better
Elec- number is at the mercy of the hands
album features ·a tight group that Uriah Heep and Jethro Tull) is not likeness, join together in this trically''/Nitzingerl20tli Century of Kenneth Whitfield.
doesn't go overboard. The in- an individual ·but a 'spirited similarity, one taking Stevie's T-518
The second side is opened by
strumentalists keep the tunes tight Canadian rock band.
regular voice, and the other doing
"Yellow Dog" The piece fluctuates
by sticking to the rock basics with
The album is interesting and off· · Stevie's m.ock.-gruff voice. It's ·
Review by George Gesner
·
· · There's .a guitari~t out of Texas between a hard shattedn!l guitar
minor embellishments to brighten · the-wall. The group pours out a uncanny.
potpourri of Zappaesque ro'ck,
•Their approach to R&B jazz is that plays ~ith an. intensit~ and a riff and electronic funk vocals. It
southern sounds and space-rock more straight forward than Stevie pure !llelod1c· tec!J,mque that IS often has the makings of a fine rock tune.
"The Writing on the Wall" is a
jazz. This description may not Wonder's and with repeated .rare m the market of hard electric
COPIES
nice acoustic-rock entry that
sound ideal, but it works.
listenings the vocal similarity begins rock.
The. man is John Nitzinger and ·basically follows the same pattern
Best cuts are "Coming Off the to fade.
as the best number on the album,
Moon,.;· ''Oply Your Nose
All but one of these songs 'are
"Vagabond.''
Knows," "Here Among the Cats" written by the three Wilson
"Vagabond" features Nitzinger
brothers who formed the group in
and "Lily." Rate the album B.
on
· a weeping lead. guitar and
Tulsa, Oklahoma. The rock and
Whitfield on organ and moog bass.
roll influence from that city is
Jimmie
Haskell does the excellent
apparent, even with the inclusion of
string arrangements on the cut.
~or sale near University.
Leon and Mary Russell on one
POSTAL.®
his band Nitzinger, jn various
Often lyrics are forgotten and
song.
Need some repair.
INSTANT
forms,
was
the
big
Texas
band
dismissed
as an essential part of the
Resonably priced. Good
There's a touch of gospel here
before
zz
Top
plummeted
to
the
song.
l
tend
to disagree.
also. The Wilson's played their first
down payment. More Info
PRESS
Texas
throne
of
rock.
The
lyrics
of "Vagabond'' may
2818 Central S.E.
contact Jess Reid,
gigs in their father's Tulsa church:
Albuquerqueans
may
remember
be
simple,
but
not to the point.of
· CAUGHRAN REALTY
"I guess we were his warm-up act."
Nitzinger
five
years
back
when
the
repetitive
animalistic
phrases. so
265-3435
255·5521 or res. 255-9041.
The most interesting cut, and
band opened Leon Russell's show apparent in today's music.
~==~~~~~~;;;;;:;;:::::::::===========1
obvious pick for a single, is here. In fact, the song "Tell Texas"
"Welcome the sailor, home from
i!I""""IIIIIQUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIiUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllliillllll! •• Thinking 0 r you, •' which is
is
a
southern
style
rocker
about
the
waterla/Jd,
5 Open
OfferGood 5 reminiscentofBozScaggs.
Leon
touring
and
the
l#&t!
on
his
Catches
every ladies eye and
j Sundays
Thru April24 § This is a remarkably nice first
boots.
worries evety man.
.
i
2Q01
5 effort. The production could be One of the reasons. this album is Winter might change your mind,
§
!0
cle~r~r, but that's a minor point.
good is the mixture of musical sailing vagabond,
.
ThiSJsagoodgro~p-go~dalbum. so
styles on the album. Bob Pickering A thousand voices call to you, yet l
produced the album and Mr. am only one.
'
Nitzinger .r.ote all the songs.
A present of a firefly, now she'll
1 Lg.Neona .......................... 311" o~eara ............................. 2" §
The New
.
let him go,
alack Moul" ...................... 311" Tiger .............................. 211" i_
Luc"·y's· Pizza
Five of those songs are among
Jack DtMPII•Y ..............
311"
Orange Chromf•• ; "" .... " .......... ~311M a
the best I've heard in quite a while. Kept him in the windowsill to show
Paranllti •• ~····· ............... , •• ,4" Lg.AroWana .. -. ........ ,,, ••••
~ 39"
"Around" is a soft and tendertune her sailot home• .
about a lady who's an artist and Lady make use of time, salt is in his
•
skin,
·
Ana•••..
NE 266·9778 .
plays j)Jano who is on the merry-go- . ·
round of life With a man who's a He and others ojhis kind will go to
IIIIHIIIIIRIIRIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIDIDIDIIDIIIIUIIIIOIOmBIIII
4513 Central NE 256-9953
.
sea ag·aln. »
·
·
s111ger and a poet. ·
"Gimme A Wink" is heavy
The song is an excellent mood
Hollywood- with · Nitzinger on all piece.
If this album doesn't get the
guitars and high powered
background vocals by Marianne airplay it deserves; it would be a
and Phyllis Lindsey. The driving great loss to the public. Rate the
1/.accato orgart that fills out the album a strong A.

Supergroup Emigrates

By Marty Zimberoff
The UNM women's tennis team
will travel to Las Cruces this
coming weekend I() compete against
New Mexico State · and the
University of Texas· at El Paso.
I~ will mark the ·first time the
UNM and UTEP teams will have
clashed.
UNM coach Larry Lindsay said

.,_.
N

·Nitzinger, Texos Rock Ace
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The Original DRIFTERS
Appe~ring April 20 & 21
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COP.IE. S WHILE
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YOU WAIT
NO MINIMUM
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Here's
a Winner
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1712 Lomas Northeast I (Corner of University)
Open 7 days a week f Call 243·2841 lor.hOurs

itt 1977 Miller SteWing Co.• Milwaul<ee, Wis.
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Morlh.ncr Arias. Will spepl; on,.'Lih~rallon hi l..atln
Amcri(:tt-tlf!.d the Ctnm:hu Apr. 21 ~nd 22 IH 7 p.m. nt
University United McthodiU Church 1 Silver p,nd Ynlc
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- UNM's Barber_ Is Lobos' Strike-out King
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By Dpvid Belling
ASU. Barber a 6-2, 175 lb. rightAfter a high school baseball handed-throwing junior got his
game ll scout came up and said, wish as a freshman. Barber went in
"Bruce you have two more ·to face the Sun Devils with the
scholarship offers from New bases loaded and nobody· out.
Mexico and Wisconsin."
Flashing the form he. bas displayed
Bruce immediately said, "I want most of this season, Barber retired .•. ,
the Sun Devils without allowing a k--,,;,.,,, '
to go to New Mexico.
run,
"What conference are they in?"
Barber 'said he wanted to get
Bruce is UNM pitcher Bruce away from home, which was
Barber. Barber, with a 5-2 record, another reason for coming to
is tied for the team lead in victories. UNM.
His 2. 77 ERA is the fourth best on
Can he break the. fifth inning
the club and he leads in strike-outs
jinx?
That is the question Barber is
with 43 and in innings pitched.
asking himself. UNM Head
That was how Barber decided to Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli
come to UNM .. The scout said would be interested in finding out
UNM was in a conference with· what the answer is.
Arizona State and Arizona. Barber
Barber ·said that in every game,
said great, "I will be pitching in the except one this season, there has·
toughest conference in the nation.'' been at least one run scored off him
Barber said that as a child he in the tiftb inning. In the last two
always wanted to play at ASU or weeks against Arizona and Arizona
against them. He said his biggest State, Parber has been knocked out
thrill as a Lobo was pitching against in the fifth inning. These are the
· only two losses on his record this
Photo by David Belling
season. Barber won five straight
·.~ t'_l.!; w.,...,(,':>. or
.on tad I ,('n·. . . ~.. .,
games to open the 1977 campaign.
Bruce
Barber
l'a'l '''1'1 itT. q11ulil\ u11d
Barber said, "I just have to get
. . t \ ll' at JT<I'-.Oll<-1\>lt.· t'll..,\
pitched well but I'm still not
over
the fifth inning. "
Case~· Optical Co.
satisfied.
1 thought I'd go a lot
On his performance so far this
( \',., I don r In ( .'u" 'If /{ 1'\ 11 II IJ l'rl J!.
farther
against
the Arizona schools.
season, Barber said, "I think I
;. .ruppt-. <1~ \·\·a . . htnS£tcHI ~.Ji,,-( · ~~J.
I got off to a fast start, but you
have to take the good with the
losses."
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VALUE
WITH
......EWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATOR
PURCHASED
AP~IL

The three pitches Barber uses are
the. fastball, curve and a screwball
changeup. His money pitch is the
fastball. He said this year he hasn't
had all three pitches working for
. him in a game.
Becoming a pitcher . wasn'~ an
easy task for Barber. When he was
in junior high school,. his coach
thought he was too sma.Jl to pitch so
he didn't get to pitch very much. As

HOT

1 -MAY 31

. It's the best way we know to remind you of the
added value you always receive when you buy an HP
calculator-like free application book!?, uncompromising quality, efficient RPN logic system, and
exceptional service. Each HP instrument is designed
to be the finest of its kind in the world.
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Lo:t & Found

ACROSS
1 A household
head
6 Cougars
11 Racket
14 Ammonl'a
compound
15 Where Astl
is
16 Glleisure
area
17 Stage fares:
2 words
19 Business
expert:
Abbr.
20 Gaelic ·
21 Most
excellent
22 Seizes
24 Crusader
Jacob ---26 Building
material
27 Give In
30 Let
. 32· Grassy
areas
33 Mr. Karlofl
34'Famlty
member:
Informal
37 Came to
rest
38 Floor
coverings:
Informal
39 Obsolete
pronoun
40 Tennis
match
segment
41 Female
animals
4.2 Sierra-----:
African
country

43 Religious
belief
systems
45 Stove
t
.con ro 1
46 Anesthetics
48 Unload
49 Piece of
furniture
50 180
degrees
from aft
52 Spanish jar
5.6 Th e gums·
57 Local
60 Calendar
abbr.
61 Feminine
name
62 Broad
comedy
6 3 Early N.
,_.,. .. er 1can:
Abbr.
64 Provide with
food
65 Wlntet
precip. unit
DOWN,
1 Clone of
the sexes
2 Muslim lord
3 E>~cavates
4 Follower .,
5 Convened
6Wind
Instruments
7 American
Indians
8 Trading
center
9- --carte
10 Established
procedures
11 Fraudulent
operation: 2
words

A New Place To Live? ·

WEDNESDAY

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

~

help support your studies, give, opportunity ~ ,
i for various types of .weekend activities, i
.1 provide good foo~ and a s.afe\'f1Hic~ to live.

r

i
ii
~.

i

.
Planning meeting Sunday,
April24,7:30P.M,
Place: Canterbury Chapel·
425 University, N.E.

1

f
~

If ydu are int~rested but. cannot bepresent for this 1st meetmg, call:
247-2515

i
~

\c

Classified Advertisin~~·~f:!~~.S,Jjj;.~ h L ,w i.Ju11 i
15c per word per day, $1.00 mtmmum charne~
·s or more consecutive timesgc per word per day.
Terms: Cash in advance.
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I• i,.l butterlielil.
YOUR PERSONAl SERVICE
Je•.:eler•(ATj;)

Marron Hall, Rool111.05
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, Univer-sity of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

12 Tree
13 Breakfast
Item
18 Death
notice
23 Pierre's
friend
25 Last
election
winners
26 Malay
dagger:
Var.
27 "Too bad I"
28 Bargain
hunter's
destination
29 Mountain
road
section
30 Water
bodies
31 Greek god
33 Fasten with
cord
35 Pompeii
heroine

36 Prosecutor
38 Mistruths
39 Of earthly
life
41 tllssenter
42 Leave
hurriedly:
Slang
44-Eiectrlcal
unit
45 Musical
team
46 Composition
47 Narratives
48 Household
appliance
50 Stew
51 French
department
53 Coin of
Europe·
54 Be without
55 Nautical
term
58 Time period
59 Below par

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
___ times beginning
. under the heading (circle ?ne); 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed $ --·_Placed by ----·~• -·~--· -·-·-·~·-Telephone-----
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IN CARDINAL PLAZA ~'
2411 SAN PEDRO NE
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Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU ·
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Puzzle Solved.

•

~ start a small co~e? residence close to the ~
i c.ampus. Recog~tzmg. much of our. c·~mpus ~
~ hfe as one of alienatiOn, we wouldhke to i
~ create a close knit community of students to i
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UNITED Feature Syndicate

•
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TDDAY'S CRDSSIDID PUZZLI

Setvlces

i

~ Canterbury Chapel is_ asking your help to· i

Univ .. of New Mexico
/Jbuquerque, N .M. 87131

TtQvel

Hispanic: eJl~fncerlng stL,Idenh are lnvllcd to a
umlxc:r" for high s~;hQol s1udcnts SMurday, Apr. 23
in ~m. 2$0-CoflheSUD,

N~w M~xicans for ln>provemcill of the Judicial
Systcrnli (NMIJS) Js sponsoring a cltlz~ns~ coorcrcnce
on lhr;: courts Sruurday, Apr. 23_ in theJ~1ry l.ouns~ of
the Bernalillo County Courlhousc, fQr informl!,th:m,
contact David Ol\tdn~r, P.O. Box 4007 1 Albuq.,
11.1, 87106 or S•m Wo~eland, ~77-2439 •

,........ ~-~.._.._.....,.~ ..................~._...-~ .......-.................-~.....-.--"'1·

!

UNM Bookstore

do.y, ou dollllf minimum._ Adv.,uttm_,n.t• run. five Of

Fot SQie

Friday
7:00 and 9:15
Sub Theater:
l

Come in and take advantage .of Hewlett-Packard's
Added Value Days today!

A REAL DREAM: Spacious three bedroom widt air
conditioning, $180.00, Kids ·OK, 262~17SI, Valle)'
mor• conalicutlv• d~y• with no chClng••, nine centa p•• word per day (no tefundt
· Rentals, small fee. 4/25 •
If co,nc•ll•d before five lnaertlona), CIO.IIIfled o.dvertl ..lftenta II!Uit be pq.ld In
ALL. UTILITIES PAlO: Carpeled O!!e bedroom, just
o.dvanc:•. ffio.rtcn He~! II Room lOS ot by rt~c:.ll to Clo.11lfled Advertl•lng, UNm 8odQ,
$7S.OO, no lease, 262-ml, Valley Ronlals, •mall
Albuquetque, Mm &1131.
·
fee, 4/25
·
NEED MELLOW FEMALE ROOMIE by May I for
EDITORIAL SERVICES. Dp 'you want professional l<i'rge Irailer. $92,50 per. C~II29B-7349! !~-HerS, 4/27
hel_p in editing your dissertalion? Or writin~ a
Proposal or report7 Call Harvey Fiaueng!JlSS,
Professional Communication Service, 344-8344 or Emp!oym~nt
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL C::ompany, 255·
265·5689, 4/29
87~6. lfn
WUK.K fOR a beater world, Apply to th~ P.eoce
PASSpORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos, Lowest
Corps, Coli 277-5907 afler3:30 P.M. 4/Z9
. prices ln town. Fas1, pleasing. Cijll265~2444 or come
P.ART~TIME JOB: sales, flexible hours, good pay.
lo 1717 Girard Dlvd, N!;. tfn .
Possible full-time for summer. Call; Phil franczyk,
A LIMITl:!D number of back iS$UCIJ of the LOBO are
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets. c.~.u. 292-2830, 4129
available for 10 cents-a cop:y in room l31, Marron
Charlie
Romero, 294S Wyoming NE. 293- SUMM_ER WORK for. cpllege students; $400.00 A
Hall. TFN
month. 75 openings. Call29+2()64, 255-2337. 4/Z9
6901. 4/29
ENGlNEI;RING JUNIORSINTERESTED in SSOO a
TWO
HEAD TEACHE~ positions at UNM Child
WA
TERPEDS:
WATER
TRIPS,
3407
Central
N.E.
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
Catering·' to student needs since 1971. Inexpensive Care Cp-op. Requires 2 yr~. child e"perii.'nce in earlY
1.&1 7~f)-233S or writ~ Navy Nut"h:ar Power Programs
furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system, childhood ~rograms and/or 2 yrs, ettuc:ation in early
Officer, P,Q. Bo~_ 8667, Albuquerque, New M~xico
childhood development an~as. Pays $6,000.00 yearly.
$79.?l.
4/29
87108. 4/21
BICYCLES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaranteed 21bs. Send resume to: 10'8 Mesa VIsta Hall, UNM, 1 bY
OKIES-featuring foot-long hoi dogs, only· 35 cents.
April ~6. 4/25
lighter weigh!, R.C, Hallett's, 843-9378. lfn
11-3 daily, 4n9
APRIL CLOSE OUTS: selected speakers, receivers, PA_RT TIME HELP WANTED: Sal~$ clerk &
WHO ARE the
Social Democrats? Find
out At The amplifiers, tape-decks; new, demo, used, to SOOJo soc
1 k'mg. M us1 be over 21 , gra, d u~ t ¢ s_Q
t d ents on Iy.
Circus.
•
412 -1
.off. Marantz, Pioneer, AR, ESS, etc. Hi·FI House, Apply In person, D() phol'!e calls. Save-Way Liquor
E)(PERIENCED, RESPONSIBLE, MATURE 3011 Monte Vista N.E. (near UNM). 25S· • Slore,5704 Lomas Blvd, N.E. 4129 .
fe~ale UNM studellt will house-sit, care for ~ard,
1694. 4/29
ARTS"& CRAfTS lnslructors. College age inen for
pets, kids~ 277-2269. 4/21
1974 MUSTANG: stick shift, new tires, beautifUl
boyssummer·camp in Ut~ Park, N.M.; June2l·Aug,
ANYONE WITNESSING the tape recorder- incident
condilion. $2,500.00, 292·3409, 294-3167. 4/22
9. For info, call BradC\lnQingham,._25S-8300between
on April6, 1977~ at Hippo Ice-Cream, 120 Harvard
4& 1 p.m. 4/25
S.E., pliase send particulars to P.O. Box 4876, 1973 DODGE DART SPORT; good -condition, ·best TACO VILLA now accePting applir;ations for-both
Albuquerque, 87106. 4121
ofrer. Call 268·822<4. 41~
·
full and part time counter hostesses. Apply in ·person
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE ends Fridayl 4/22
~EPOSSESSED .SONY: color TV, big screen. Take
al Ui08 Central S.E. 4/22
THE ORIGINAL DRIFTERS appearing Aprll20 &
over paymenlS of $8:75/mo. till balance is paid off, PAR1TIME DESK CLERK; weekend hours. Call for
21 a1 Okies. 4/21
no down payment. 255-7534. 4n5
Interview, ·Crossroads Motel, 242·2757. M27·
UNM CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS: 1st meelins
BANKRUPT STEREO, Just bough! out Phoenix
Aprii2S, 8 p.m., Carlis~Gym, 4/25
·Stereo .stock, everything muu go at 4Qt1'11 • 50tJ11 :
receivers, tape cassettes, .. lurntables, speakers;·
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT course descriptions Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Sherwood, etc. 255GO PLACES wllh the Peace Corps, Call 277-.5907
available beginning Thursday, April 2l, in · 7$35. 4/2!1
Humanities Building, room 2l7. 4122
;:,;:;~~;..;;::--;;;;;:;;;;=;;:-=---::==~ aRer 3:30p.m. 4/29
REPOSSESSED KENWOOD: KR 4600·AM·FM LOW COST FLIGHTS to Europe from $259,00.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHAMP. From your friei'l· stereo receiver. $25.00 equity&. take over payments.
Israel rrom $469.00, plus Africa ~nd li'!.e Far East.
255·1534. 4/25
ds. 4/21
Call Toll Free Europe lnt'l Lid. (800) 2~3PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS at dls. 1111111 prices, STOP· DUE TO DIVORCE: Brand new Classic Ill 7676. 4/26
Chamisa hlloks, 3611 SimmsS.E. 266~1229. 4/21
Kirby & .attar;hments, a~sume payments nf $7.•4-7 a
month, new warranty. 255-7535. 4/2:5
WHITE SEWING MACHINE: Makes buttonholei,
blind slitc:hes, monograms, sews On buttons without
attachments. $23.77 cash or 5 payments of$6,00, no
FOUND: JACKET, Marron Halt, 4/13n7, Dbcribe
POSITION WANTED: free-lance wine scout seeks
lnleresl. 25S- 7534. 4/25
&claim, rm.IOS, Marron Hall. 4/21
steady employment. World-wide taster. highly
FOUND: GLASSES left in rm. 131, Marron Hall, CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: Brand new color TV, big dCYeloped buds. Call ~66-3679, eves. 4/2~
screen, Assume paym~:nts, S7.00 per month. New to
4114177. Claim rm. 105, Marron Hall. 4/21
BODY BUENO. Over 1:50 11Btural bath products,
year guarantee. 2:55·7535. 4/25
FOUND: COMBINATION LOCK, FAC area.
nalural shaml)oos, amino add conditioners, body
1975 SUZUKI TS UISS: Street/dirt bike. Like new,
Identify& claim, rm. 105, Marron Hall. 4/25
oils, perfume oils, about 50 different scents, massage
low mileage, 821-5462. 4/25
headquarters with oils and lotions, moisturizers and
LOST: WHITE WINDPREAKER, east IOnnls
FANTASTIC SALE: One week special. Flannel
skin ~are specialties, hypo-allergenic soaps, Loofa
courts, 4/14/77, Return P,E. offiee. Reward of·
shirts, only $4.00; blouses, 53.50; T-shirts, $2.00; at
sponges, natural brislle hair. brushes and much
fered. 4/25
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SEi ac'ross
more ... 2910 Central S.E., 3 doors easi of Girard on
LOST: DENIM JACKET wllh drawstring, Mon.
from campus. ~66-6872. 4/25
Central. 4/27
evening. Reward. 2!16·09.14. 4/26
AKC IRISH SlllTERS, born March I, SlO.OO. Coil
U,S,D.A. ESTIMATES the ''average American'' wlll
877-2982, after6 p.m. 4/26
consume to lbs. of food additives this year, They
won't gel it at lhe MorningOiory Care, fealuringteal
COMP.L£TE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT at
food, fresh vegetables, and ·chemical-free meats.
di~counl prices. The Bike Shop. new location, 811
(Righi behind the Triangle) 2933 Monte Vista
YaleS.E. Call842·9100. 4/29
N.E. 4/27
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call THE BIKE SHOP spedals: thorn resistant tubes,
Profe:osional Educators of New Me:dco, Inc. 842.- ... 'S2.:SOcach: Citatfellocks, $13.9:5. 4/29
SWO. lfn
TWO USED IO·SPEEDS, $40.00/$20.00. 266BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro 9037. 4127
S.E., 265·033:5. Color TVi~, tape decks. stereo,
SUPER GARAGE SALE, Wehaveeverylhingl April
amplifiers, auto radios, Install burglar alarms. 10%
dlseounl for stu.dents with ID's. Quick service, Used 23-24.12500CrcstlincN.E. 4/ll
TAPEDECK: reel to reel, 3 head stereo. Precision
TV's for sale. 4/29
wheei•Jiikatcboard. 265·1006. 4/22
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? <;all Lynn, 266·
SAAB AUTOMOBILES. 1968 sedan, $700.00. 1969
0760. 4/29
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE, Free pickup & wagon (rcbuill engine, tra-nsmission), $11:50.00. Also
U<cd paris. <::oales, 277-2326, 294-()829. 4/21
delh·ery. Free estimates. 883-9360; 881-6525,
The Student Council for Exceptional Children
eves. 4/22
(SCEC) will meet Thursday, Apr, 21 al 7:30 p,m. In
Ron. ~31 oflhe SUB.
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH, Selectric, on-campus.
~96-8564 •. 4/29
Register for non-credi_t yoga class to be held
!"fQUS~MATE WANTED~_ near UNM, available
SE~VE In ·the Peace Corps! Call277-5907 after 3:30
•mmedJately, St2S,OO, \t1 utilities. -268-2189 afttr s Monday through Friday, June J3-July 8•.See Dr, Bill
P.M. 4/Z9
Debroot in Johnson Gym.
p.m, 4/22
GARDEN ROTOTILLING by UNM student. Oroup
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Wan1ed by May lsi, share
rates available. Cali268-JS63. 4/22
The Albuquerque Women 1s Heahh Center will
large three-bedroom home close to UNM. -Rent arid
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: ~66·9037. 4/29
hold
an orientation .session Thbrsday. Apr. 21 at6:30
utilities, $115.00 a month, plus extras. Trish 843·
p.m. 01 the UNM Law School.
TYPING, lsi quality, 883·7787, lfn
6150. 4/~
•
MANUSCRIPT, THESES and ADMIN. typing. 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, (our blocks from
The UNM Mollntain Club wlll meet Thursday,
Accept cassettes, drafts. handwriting. Minor carr.,
UNM and TVJ. For 111Dre information call 877..
Apr. 21 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 253 oflheSUB.
pica type. SO cents/pg~ or Sl.OO min~ 266--7619 5339, 4/25evenings. 4/22
NO BILLS, two bedroom, air conditioning, disposal.
Th,ere wlll be a nteeling of Delta Sigma PI ThurWANT YOUR TYPING DONE accurately and kidS' fine. $140.00~ 262-1751. Valley Rentals, 5mall
sday, Apr, 21 ar7 p.m. in Rm. 230ofthe SUB •.
timely? 344-18"42. 4/22
fee. 4!25
ftatl'l: IS ceota pet watd per

This -weekend Barber will -be
trying for his first victory in WAC
play as the .Lobos take on Texas-E)
Paso.

Turbulent relationships between a
wealthy aggressive father and his two
grown children-one a frustrated,
unmarried young woman, the other
a weakling, married son. Based on
two stories by William Faulkner.
Cannes Film Festival-Best Actor
Award to Orson Welles.
Director: Martin Flitt
Cast:
Orson Welles, Paul
Newman, Lee Remick,
Joanne Woodward,
Tony Franciosa

During Spring Added Value Days, Hewlett-Packard
is adding a free reserve power pack-a $20 value
-with the purchase of every HP-21, HP~22, HP-25,
HP.-25C and HP-27.

.

a sdpboi'II.Oie in.bigb sclHloUi~.oiiiY doesn't think he's crazy. However,
got to pitch in one game. But after a Barber did say that "I hardly ever
good outing in the opening game of · shut up. I'm not the real serious
his junior year, Barber finally type.''
•
established himself as a pitcher.
Barber tries to install spirit in the
Barber, who is from Cedar team. He said, 'Wm never in a bad
Rapids, Iowa, said he used to be the mood. I like. to get a lot of people
batboy and clubhouse boy for the going on the field. I like to have a
Cedar Rapids Cardinals, a minor- good time."
league team. He said he picked up
_ In practice Barber said, "We go
many tips from_ the pros about out there and everybody has a good
baseball. Barber said,. "I learned time and we get things done.''
how to throw a. curve baH from
Even after last week's series
Jerry Reuss "when he was there.
sweep
by Arizona, Barber said,
Reuss is now a pitcber for the San
Francisco Giants in the National "Cappelli's not putting the pressure
League, Barber said, "Just being oil us. He knows we can win.''
around stuff like that got 'me really
: As ·you would 'expect most
interested. •:
baseball players to want, Barber
As a starting pitcher, Barber only · wants •o play professior.al baseball.
pitches once every four or five days, He would like to be drafted by the
but now that Western Athletic Minnesota Twins, which bas been
Conference play has started, he. his favorite team since he was a kid.
pitches once a. week. Not playing Barber 'said, "I want to play pro
every day Barber said, "sometimes ball. I want the challenge. I just
I. get frustrated. It'~ not that it's hope I get the chance."
boring in the dugout but you just
Barber often coaches first base
w1mt to get into the act!on."
·
when he isn't pitching. He said, "I
College baseball has adopted the enjoy it. I like sending those guys
designated hitter rule. As a result around."
Barber never bats any more. Barber
Barber is majoring in recreation.
said, "I'm not th~ greatest hitter,
He
said that it is not really easy like
and I can't really say I miss hitso·
many people think. He said,
ting."
"They put the boom down. It's no
Barber said there is a difference cakewalk.''between Cappelli. and ex-Head
He came to college to .play
Baseball Coach Bob Leigh. He
said, "It's like a professional at- baseball but he also wants an
mosphere now. I think all the education. Barber said, "Baseball's
players like Vince." Barber said if a paying for my schooling so how can
player has trouble on the field, you pass up.a chance like that?"
Cappelli says "there's aiways
Baseball does affect - his
tomorrow." Barber said Cappelli is
just like Tommy Lasorda, the Los schoolwork Barber said, "I live to
Angeles Dodger manager, because pitch against schools like that (ASU
and Arizona), and school's the last
he is always chattering.
"He's (Cappelli) always saying thing on my. mind; he said, but to
I'm crazy," Barber said, but Barber be eligible to play baseball you have
to pass your classes. As a result
Barber said, "School adds a lot of
pressure;"
··
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By David Shaw
New Mexico Gov. Jerry'Apodaca
fielded questions from a New
Mexico government class · Weqncsday and told the students, ''The
only elective office I would seek in
1978 is the U.S. Senate.''
Gov, Apodaca said the race
would not be a personality contest.
''If it were, Domenici would win,''
he said. He said he would like to
delay· his decision to run for ,the
Senate as long as possible and said

.

he has plenty of opti_ons other than
elective office, but he ~l<~clined to
state those options.
Gov. Apodaca is reorganizing the
executive branch of state gOVc;!rnment by a bill passed in the last
legislative session.
He has named the heads of l 0 of
the 12 cabinet departments created
in the legislature but the departments of Health and Environment
and of Human Resources remain
without appointed heads. The new

Bud Gets Nipped
i,

'

cabinet officers will have to be;! • best, if not the best, in any state,"
confirmed by the New Mexico It will be 9 months to 2 Years before
Senate next year.
the plan begins physically moving
The governor's office is also people to a central office building.
working on the budget and ad"Once you get organized you
justment of personnel in the simply get better service,'' Apodaca
reorganization. These proposals said. Breakdowns in authority and
will also go to the Senate. Last commitment could· hurt the plan,
session the legislature held 140 but Apodaca said, "Efficiency .and
hours of committee hearings on performance will improve with· ·12
reorganization.
strong people at these agencies,"
The
governor
said
the
Gov. Apodaca also said that he
reorganization plan is '.'one of the_ assumes that every future governor
is committed to efficient ad~
ministration and is not going to
arbitrarily say "the hell with it."
He· also said, "assume the next
governor will follow suit, as the
campaign develops for 1978, I
expect some criticism from the
Republican candidates. Even
former Governor Bruce King might
oppose it.''
The value of coal and uranium
will increase in the ne~t ten years,
but so are prices, said Gov.
Apodaca. He signed a bill after the
last legislative session that pegged
the price of natural gas at the well
head at $1.44 per cubic foot. He
said he felt perturbed at signing the
bill' but there was not enough
support for a rollback in the price
which the Federal Power Commission opposes.
~ Gov. Apodaca wanted to lower
the liquor license quotas for the

A UNM sorority and fraternity kidnaped President William Davis to solicit '"ransom 11
donations for the, Kidney Foundation of New Mexico.
·

·.•• Dispute Cont.
(Cone nucd from page I)

sheet mismarking by Will was
deliberate. -(2) The charg~ that
Atty. Gen. Yolanda Tryon cleared
the counting room of all observers
for a period of about 15 minutes.
including
All
witnesses,
Tryon,confirmed the point. Tryon
said that no counting of ballots
occurred while the room was
cleared. The plaintiffs attempted to
show, at considerable length and.
with considerable redundancy, that
Tryon's action was calculated to
exclude certain observers · from
seeing improper procedures ..
The court told the plaintiffs
several times that that line of
questioning was failing to bring out
any evidence of materially altered
election results.

Today the plaintiffs will continue ·
the case against the · Elections
Commission, under pressure from
the court to come up with material
evidence ofelection tampering.
The defense, headed ·up by Les
Marshall and David Rupp, will then
begin to call its own witnesses in
behalf of the Elections Com- (Continued from page I)
mission.
Friday at noon on the Mall.
"We have already received a lot
of support from non-veteran·
students and we just want to show
the administration how serious we
are about this matter," Benavidez
said.
The National Chicano Health Organization Will
meet Thursday, Apr. 21 at 7 p.m. in the conference
"It's not a demand we're trying
room of Chicano Studies,
to make. but they are pushing us
CHEWS will have tables on the Mall Thursday in
and making it a demand," he. said.
honor of Food Day and will have· a presentation at
Montgomery Plaza Saturday, Apr. 23.
uThe matter concerns me perKathy Brooks, Coordinator, Women's Studies,
sonally and financially along with
Professor Audrey Joseph and~ The Reverend
hundreds of other veterans. but
Elizabeth Spence ·will speak on "Women and
what really made me mad when I
Religion" Thursday, Apr. 21 at8:JS p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom.
started this campaign, was when I
found out they didn't care about
SOLAS is sponsoring a conference on ContemporarY Latin America: Repression, Revolution
us.
They just didn't/ care,"
and the U.S. Thursday, Apr. 21 at 8;JS p.m. in the
Benavidez said.
Kiva.

•.. More Arms

•.

state but this failed, "The only
people who really care are those
who have liquor licenses or those
who want licenses. The liquor lobby
is probably on the right side of the
issue people-wise,'' he said. He said
this was because most people feel
there are enough li'luor stores.
,"What really hurt us on the issue
of liquor law reform was the 19year-old drinking bill. Seventy per
cent of the public opinion is against
lowering the age.'' He said that he
personally voted for 18- and 19year-old limits during his terms in
the State Senate.

l:ll'iro ""n

The New
Lucky's Pizza

HAYAY SHALOM

All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder

Recorded Nl~ssage
Phone 296·8568

Of The Semester
4513 Central NE 256-9953

LQst two dQys

Special Sptingtime
·Book Sale

Thursdo.y o.nd Frido.y. April 21-22
University of New mexico Press
8:00 o.m. to 5:90 P:m.
220 Journalism Suildin·g
Cornerof Yale and Central N·.E:''
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Washing Well
Launderette
818 San Mateo SE ·
Phone 255-0705
pen 24 hours dail

2Sc Wash
IOc Dry.
I

I Campus Special J
FREE Soap.
or

JfREE Bleach
or

FREE Fabric
Softener
This offer good for
all wash/dry customers
with: this coupon

I.
I

266-7756

Featuring

4310 Central SE

.

I ~ ,

A iJ'ast~f ·~olNantastic-Subs And ~ds.
Returning Sunday Nights
The W atennelon Mountain Jug

The $S5lfairculls avall~ble for a l<•fr,/e lot less at:

Band

Mon. - Sat. Ozone Express
Playing Progressive Country
Happy Hour
4-8 Fti. With
Daily Doubles

5-7 Mon. -Sat.
Daily Doubles
Mon. Nights A ,Wet rr..Shirt Contest

Uhisex Hair Design Centre

uHead Trips for Dudes • Dolls"
Exclusively by appointment
· (liEitween Wyoming
and Loulslano)

7804 Central Sl

~-

255-0166
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